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Why “Akon”? 
 
After arriving in Crete, Zeus gave Europa 
three priceless gifts: 
 
- Talos, a magical man made of bronze, 
- Laelaps, a dog that excelled at hunting. 
- A javelin that always hit its target. 
 
Ancient Greek for javelin:  Άκων 
 

•  Kinetic penetrators are an efficient and very promising means of delivery of 
instruments to planetary subsurfaces 

•  Delivery of instrumentation at 100-500 m/s, 0.5-few m below surface 
•  Akon concept involves the delivery of such an instrumented penetrator to the 

surface of Europa 
•  Direct access to Europa’s subsurface: instruments would obtain observations to 

address several key scientific areas including habitability/astrobiology, 
geophysics  
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Background 
 
• 2008: UK Penetrator Consortium Pendine Impact Trials, 
to investigate viability of a lunar mission 
• All 3 impacts ~310 m/s; all penetators survived 
• Penetration depth ~3.9 m 
• Operated instrumentation during impact 
• Deceleration forces:  
~5 kGee along axis; 16 kGee spike 
• Significant ablation to nose and underside 
• No distortion to inner payload bays 

• More recently: ESA-funded studies into  
penetrators for icy satellites; consortium led   
by Airbus Defence & Space 
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Penetrator Configuration 
•  Two separate bays 

 
•  80K ice, rapid cool down of instruments 

•  Front short lifetime bay houses instruments 
•  Rear longer lifetime for data relay 

 
•  Bays protected from impact loads 

•  Torlon Leaf Springs 
•  Provides thermal isolation from shell 

 
•  Communications via UHF antenna on 

the rear plate 
 

•  Battery for power until subsequent fly-
by by Europa Mission 

Sample imager 

Sample collection mechanism 
Sample 
containers 

Gas 
manifold 

Sample imager 
electronics 

E-PAC 

400mm 
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Full Scale Testing – Summer 2013 
•  Mechanical design works well 
•  Impact conditions survived harsher than 

expected (340 m/s impact, 25 deg pitch angle) 
•  Environmental tests before and after impact 

proved thermal concept was valid  
•  Some issues identified with internal equipment, 

drill / mass spectrometer but solutions 
established 
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Power and Thermal 

•  Vacuum flask design minimises heat leaks 
•  Most science operations are carried out in the first day, plus longer term 

magnetometer and seismometer observations 
•    Data from penetrator is returned via relay 

Arrival time 
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ESA carried out Concurrent Design Facility study to design a penetrator mission for 
Europa: CLEO/P 
 
See   http://bit.ly/esapenetratorstudy 
 
 
 

•  ESA CDF study extremely valuable, 
demonstrating viability of penetrator add-
on to Europa Mission 

•  Report suggested significant adjustments 
to the Europa Mission, to allow 
deployment of probe to mid-latitude site 

•  This delay in deployment also has 
implications for penetrator, increasing 
cumulative radiation dose 

•  Alternative mission scenarios are 
possible, and more likely to be proposed  
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Considerable input from the ESA-funded penetrator studies to CLEO-P, but with 
different approach targetting – allows landing at a particular scientific target as long as 
the NASA spacecraft can reach that latitude.  
 
A low latitude target site would allow early release from Europa Mission, minimizing 
impact on Europa Mission. 
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Is there a potential target at Europa’s equator? 
Yes - Castalia Macula, an anomalous young depression; relatively high 
resolution images from Galileo; could potentially be reached by Akon early on 
in Europa Mission 

Prockter & Schenk, Icarus 177, 305–326 (2005) 
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•  On Penetrator Delivery System:  
(high data rate during descent) 
 

•  Descent Imager – a multispectral instrument to 
provide the geological and geomorphological 
context of the Akon landing site at high spatial 
resolution 
 

•  Mass Spectrometer – an instrument to sample 
the tenuous exosphere of Europa 
 

•  (Impact experiment) – following release of the 
Akon penetrator itself, the delivery spacecraft 
would fire thrusters to delay its own impact until 
after Akon is embedded in Europa’s surface.  

 
BMS (OU) 

Sample Imager (MSSL) 

HCP (CAB) 

Material collection 
mechanism 
(rapidspace 
technologies) 

Experiments considered – non-exhaustive – final proposed payload to be 
decided upon 
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Experiments considered – non-exhaustive list – final proposed payload to 
be decided upon 

•  On the Akon Penetrator itself:  
(most data stored for delayed downlink via 
Europa Mission) 

•  Sample imager 
•  A thermogravimeter to detect ice, 

clathrate hydrates, and organics 
•  Habitability Conditions Package 
•  Mass spectrometer for surface and sub-

surface volatile characterization 
•  Magnetometer – long-duration 

measurements as the subsurface ocean 
responds to Jupiter’s rotating magnetic 
field. Could also operate during descent. 

•  Seismometer – detection of the delivery 
spacecraft impact signal, possibly 
providing an independent measurement of 
the ice thickness below the landing site. 

 

BMS (OU) 

Sample Imager (MSSL) 

HCP (CAB) 

Material collection 
mechanism 
(rapidspace 
technologies) 
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A possible mission scenario to propose 

•  High data downlink rate during descent for Penetrator Delivery System instruments. 

•  Complete stop at ~35km above landing site, then freefall.  

•  Penetrator released from delivery module closer to surface.  

•  Delivery module continues to operate after release, until destruction on impact. 

•  Delivery module fires thrusters briefly to delay its impact. 

•  Akon Penetrator strikes surface; instruments operate immediately. 

•  Seismic signals from impact provide information on ice; possible crust thickness? 

•  Sampling and experiments that require it completed during first day; data stored 

•  Long-duration experiments continue operating for longer 

•  Data relay via Europa Mission during its next pass 
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•  Penetrator itself needs to survive radiation environment, meet planetary protection 
restrictions. Survive for >1 week to downlink data. 
•  Planetary protection – shroud to surround Akon+carrier during cruise 
•  Instruments for penetrator itself need to be 

•  rugged 
•  low mass 
•  low power 

Potential for huge science return from Akon, enhancing and complementing 
science return from Europa Mission and JUICE 
 
 
Current Activity 
 
•  Discussing final penetrator design and payload options in preparation for proposal, 

building on the many proven elements 
•  Concept will be discussed in parallel with other options at Madrid meeting 
•  ESA have indicated their openness to hosting US instrumentation 

•  Information on Akon, including our first workshop, held January 21, at       
 http://bit.ly/akonpenetrator  
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